English
Colours

1 - red, 2 - orange, 3 - yellow, 4 - pink, 5 - green, 6 - brown
Animals

cat

bird

mouse

dog

bee
School objects

- BOOK
- NOTEBOOK
- PEN
- PENCIL
- ERASER
- RULER
I love Fruit:

Orange ●
Pear ●
Apple ●
Banana ●
Grapes ●
Strawberry ●
Colours

- yellow
- green
- blue
- brown
- white
- red
- orange
- pink
- purple
- black
Draw the feelings

Feelings

Happy

Angry

Scared

Sleepy
Children's Day
Rules

Colour the picture that show good choices:
Farm Animals

cow
horse
goose

chicken
sheep
goat

dog
cat
pig